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Alice in Wonderland (Graphic Novel) / 9781937068400I love Alice in wonderland adaptation (as well as source material) and I really wanted to like this graphic novel, but while I feel that the idea of this volume is commendable, I think the execution - especially writing and drawing - is unfortunately rather wrong. First of all, I feel that the
object here is irritating at the expense of real art. The clothes Alice wears on the cover is much more modest, than he Alice in Wonderland (Graphic Novel) / 9781937068400I love Alice in Wonderland adaptation (as well as source material) and I really wanted you to like this graphic novel, but when I feel that the idea of this volume is
commendable, I think the execution – especially writing and drawing – is unfortunately rather wrong. First of all, I feel that the object here is irritating at the expense of real art. The clothes Alice wears on the cover is much more modest than her actual clothes in-text; spends most of the book in a neckline-busting corset and midriff-bearing
skirt. I like the feminine look, so I can deal with it. What I can't address is the fact that after Alice's stomach and breasts are rendered in the panel, everything else seems to be optional. Legs come and go, costumes are changed between panels, and facial features change radically. Of the four main female characters in this novel, many
are rendered with identical faces, which nevertheless shift and change from panel to panel. I don't think it's a commentary on the changing nature of Wonderland; I think it's just bland art. While I like the concept of this story, the actual writing is not very good. Points are repeated many times, and whoever was handwriting in the dialog
boxes seems to have misunderstood which words need to be emphasized in jokes. For example, a card-colored character jokes that soon people will call me suicide queen. This is an obvious reference to the king of hearts, who is called the suicidal king, because his sword is placed behind his head. But there's a bad word to emphasize
in the bubble of dialogue: don't call me a suicide queen (to distinguish herself from the king of hearts), nor does she call me a suicide queen (to point out that there's been a sex exchange). Instead, she says: Call me suicide queen, which rather destroys the joke in my opinion and makes me wonder if the artist didn't know about the legacy.
The rest of the humor is pretty bland: there's a few jokes where the bottom line is basically that some people in the world are fat. Very original material, this one. It is worth noting the strange footnotes that exist in the text. Often the characters will refer to things that took place in different volumes of the series, and a footnote will say
something like editor's note: See Call of Wonderland. This does not specify what is happening and the small sarcastic notes that accompany some of them (like you weren't paying attention?) aren't nearly as funny as you seemed to editor. As a reader, this strikes me as a bad attempt at marketing: I'm not likely to put down a current book
to go get a story, and if I'm able to puzzle out the relevant story, I won't go get that volume later because I already know what's going to happen. I know it's not easy to make a linked series, but I feel like there are better ways to link off-screen events than having a non-explanatory footnote tell me to stop reading and go read something
else. Here I insert a smaller but annoying point. (Spoiler!) Death is not permanent in wonderland, but Alice needs to defeat a dangerous enemy for good. Soon on, the mystical blade is presented as causing permanent death, and it *feels* like a decent setting for Chekhov's weapon. But after the death of two smaller and completely
unimportant characters, the blade carries a mouse, and we... You'll never see him again. It may appear in a later volume, but *a lot* of the book feels like this: details are introduced, but then mixed off the stage and forgotten. After a while, the reader begins to feel that half the book is just killing time rather than weaving coherent
storytelling. Apart from everything else, I am somewhat saddened by how flat and one note this wonderland is. The writers have decided that if everyone in Wonderland is crazy, then that's why everyone has to be *violently* mad. There's a lot of limbs and guts and gore flying, but everything is one-note. There's no sadness to the mocked
turtle, none of the cheers of the Cheshire Cat, none of the dubious work ethic of the Duchess and Cook, who added so much dimension to the source material. Instead, pretty much every Alice meets is immediately interested in killing her, full-stop. Alice's own internal narration even pokes fun at asking when she stops trusting people, but
even if this question deserves an answer, we never get one. Alice just blunders through, heartily wanting to leave Wonderland behind, and eventually the reader can feel the same way. NOTE: This review is based on a free Advance Review Copy of this book provided through NetGalley.~ Ana Mardoll... More Alice in Wonderland 1 is a
problem #1 in Alice in Wonderland. The content of [the show] Decades ago, a girl named Alice was sacrificed into a horror-filled wonderland, but her terrifying and awe-inspiring experiences there were shrouded in mystery. The only known thing is that her time in a world full of madness left her a broken adult. However, her courageous will
to survive is what ultimately saved humanity. Now the story of Alice's visit to Wonderland is fully revealed and the truth of terror will be told in its entirety! From Raven Gregory, Ralph Tedesco and Joe Brush, the same mind behind Grimm's Fairy Tale and Return to Wonderland comes the latest series that Zenescope fans have been
waiting for. every Zenescope fan has been waiting, it's finally here! Follow zenescope back down the rabbit hole and find a world of madness like you've never seen before! CharactersSydit LocationsEdit ObjectsUdite PowersSdinit GalleryJudicate Cover AArt By:Cover CArt By:Cover DArt By:Cover EArt By: Eric BasalduaCover FArt
By:Cover FComic Central ExclusiveNice Version LTD to 500Art By:Cover G Comic Central ExclusiveNaughty Version LTD to 150Art By:Add photo to this Gallery PreviewsJust pagepage name 1Page 2Page 3Page 4Add photo to this gallery AdsEdit ReviewsJust community content is available in section CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise
noted. Issue #1-1ST This item is not in stock. If you use the Add Wish List tab to add this issue to your wish list, we'll send you an email as soon as it's available. 3rd edition - first print. Collects Grimm Fairy Tales: Back to Wonderland (2007) #0-6. Written by Raven Gregory. Art by Daniel Liester. The most epic Wonderland story begins
here. Years have passed since Alice went down the rabbit hole. She's not the little girl you once knew. Alice is now an adult woman with a husband and children, living the daily life of a typical housewife. But everything isn't what it seems. Alice's mind separated from reality, leaving only the empty shell of her former self. Now her daughter,
Calie, will follow in her mother's footsteps to discover the truth behind the madness that plagued her mother and a twisted world called Wonderland, where alice's story was just the beginning. You've never seen Wonderland... quite like this. Collects the complete Return to Wonderland series! Bound book, 182 pages, solid color. NOTE:
Special Edition Bound Book. NOTE: Limited to 300 copies. Release #1A-1ST Add to CartFine Wonderland Trilogy: Book 1 - First Print. He collects Grimm Fairy Tales: A Return to Wonderland (2007) #1-6. By Raven Gregory, Liester, Rio and Ruffino. The most epic Wonderland story starts here! Years have passed since Alice went down
the rabbit hole. Already a little girl of Lewis Carroll's stories, Alice is now an adult wife with husband and children, living the life of a typical housewife. But everything isn't what it seems. Her mind was disconnected from reality, leaving only the empty shell of her former self. Now her daughter, Calie, must follow in her mother's footsteps to
discover the truth behind the madness that plagues her mother and a twisted world called Wonderland, where alice's story was just the beginning! Witness the bold new dark vision of Wonderland from the mind of Raven Gregory and Zenescope Entertainment. Bound book, 184 pages, solid color. Mature Readers Coverage priced $24.99.
Release #1B-1ST Add to CartVery Fine Wonderland Trilogy: Book 1 - Variant Cover - 1. He collects Grimm Fairy Tales: A Return to Wonderland (2007) #1-6. By Raven Gregory, Liester, Rio and Ruffino. The most epic Wonderland story starts here! Years have passed since Alice made her way down Hole. Already a little girl of Lewis
Carroll's stories, Alice is now an adult wife with husband and children, living the life of a typical housewife. But everything isn't what it seems. Her mind was disconnected from reality, leaving only the empty shell of her former self. Now her daughter, Calie, must follow in her mother's footsteps to discover the truth behind the madness that
plagues her mother and a twisted world called Wonderland, where alice's story was just the beginning! Witness the bold new dark vision of Wonderland from the mind of Raven Gregory and Zenescope Entertainment. Bound book, 184 pages, solid color. Mature Readers Coverage priced $24.99. Edition #1-1ST Wonderland Trilogy: Book 1
- First Print. Collects Beyond Wonderland (2008) #1-6. Written by Raven Gregory. Art by Daniel Leister. Months have passed since Calie Liddle returned from the horror of Wonderland, months since the world took so much away from her. Now tired and bitter, Calie, as she moved away from her hometown, is trying to lead a more normal
existence in a city that never sleeps. With a different name and a new identity, Calie is just beginning to adapt to another life. But not every story has a happy ending when she soon realizes that things in her new life won't stay normal for a very long time... Something from Wonderland has found its way out, and Calie knows she might be
the only one who has a chance to send her where she belongs. Hardcover graphic novel about the much anticipated sequel to the never-before-seen series RETURN TO WONDERLAND is here. And this time around madness reaches beyond wonderland! Introducing the art of superstar artists Dave Finch (ULTIMATUM), Mike Deodato
Jr. (DARK AVENGERS) and J. Scott Campbell (DANGER GIRL). Solid, 160 pages, solid color. Mature Readers Coverage priced $24.99. Release #1-1ST Add to CartVery fine add to cartFine Wonderland Trilogy: Book 3 - 1. Written by Raven Gregory. Art by Daniel Leister and Nei Ruffino. Cover by J. Scott Campbell. The beginning of the
end is here. The final piece of the Wonderland trilogy brings a powerful story to Alice's only daughter , Calie Liddle, full circle. Her little daughter was taken from her arms and brought into the realm of madness. Now Calie has to re-enter the only place she's been trying to escape to for so long. The moment of truth came as the girl who
became the woman now sets out to become a hero. The only person who can prevent pure madness from escaping into this world must now find a way to defeat the madness itself. The last chapter of the most intense, engrossing and addictive comic book series you've read in years has come and this time there may be no Wonderland
escape. Bound book, 176 pages, solid color. MATURE THEMES Package price $24.99. Release #1-1ST Add to CartFine Wonderland Trilogy: Book 1 - 1. Collects Grimm Fairy Tales: Back to Wonderland (2007) #0-6. Written by Raven Gregory. Art by Daniel Liester. The most epic the story starts here. Years have passed since Alice went
down the rabbit hole. She's not the little girl you once knew. Alice is now an adult woman with a husband and children, living the daily life of a typical housewife. But everything isn't what it seems. Alice's mind separated from reality, leaving only the empty shell of her former self. Now her daughter, Calie, will follow in her mother's footsteps
to discover the truth behind the madness that plagued her mother and a twisted world called Wonderland, where alice's story was just the beginning. You've never seen Wonderland... quite like this. Collects the complete Return to Wonderland series! Softcover, 182 pages, solid color. Cover price $19.99. Release #1-REP Add to CartNear
Mint Add to CartNear Mint Wonderland Trilogy: Book 1 - 2nd and later prints. Collects Grimm Fairy Tales: Back to Wonderland (2007) #0-6. Written by Raven Gregory. Art by Daniel Liester. The most epic Wonderland story begins here. Years have passed since Alice went down the rabbit hole. She's not the little girl you once knew. Alice
is now an adult woman with a husband and children, living the daily life of a typical housewife. But everything isn't what it seems. Alice's mind separated from reality, leaving only the empty shell of her former self. Now her daughter, Calie, will follow in her mother's footsteps to discover the truth behind the madness that plagued her mother
and a twisted world called Wonderland, where alice's story was just the beginning. You've never seen Wonderland... quite like this. Collects the complete Return to Wonderland series! Softcover, 182 pages, solid color. Cover price $19.99. Release #1-1ST Edition #3-1ST Add to CartNear Mint Wonderland Trilogy: Book 3 - 1. Written by
Raven Gregory. Art by Daniel Leister and Nei Ruffino. Cover by J. Scott Campbell. The beginning of the end is here. The final piece of the Wonderland trilogy brings a powerful story to Alice's only daughter , Calie Liddle, full circle. Her little daughter was taken from her arms and brought into the realm of madness. Now Calie has to re-
enter the only place she's been trying to escape to for so long. The moment of truth came as the girl who became the woman now sets out to become a hero. The only person who can prevent pure madness from escaping into this world must now find a way to defeat the madness itself. The last chapter of the most intense, engrossing
and addictive comic book series you've read in years has come and this time there may be no Wonderland escape. Softcover, 176 pages, solid color. RIPE TOPICS Package price $17.99. Release #3-REP Add to CartNear Mint Add to CartNear Mint Wonderland Trilogy: Book 3 - 2. Written by Raven Gregory. Art by Daniel Leister and Nei
Ruffino. Cover by J. Scott Campbell. The beginning of the end is here. The latest piece in the Wonderland trilogy brings a powerful story to Alice's only daughter, Calie Circle. Her little daughter was taken from her arms and brought into the realm of madness. Now Calie has to re-enter the only place she's been trying to escape to for so
long. The moment of truth came as the girl who became the woman now sets out to become a hero. The only person who can prevent pure madness from escaping into this world must now find a way to defeat the madness itself. The last chapter of the most intense, engrossing and addictive comic book series you've read in years has
come and this time there may be no Wonderland escape. Softcover, 176 pages, solid color. RIPE TOPICS Package price $17.99. $17.99.
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